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Organic Gardening: Basics are everything 
 
What words or short phrases come to mind when you hear the word "organic?" 
 
To identify the range of ideas present today: 

1. One reason I want to garden organically: __________ 
2. What I do that most advances my organic gardening goals is: _________ 
3. A problem I face in gardening organically is: _________ 
4. Here's one neighbor's  reaction to my organic gardening: _________ 
5. A disadvantage to organic gardening is: _________ 
6. Here's an example of an organic product I use in pest control: _________ 
7. Here's an example of a synthetic product I accept in my gardening: _____ 
 
 
 
 
 

I.  Organic gardeners work with nature 
 

A. They arrive at organic gardening by various routes 
1. Aware of their impact on the environment, then start gardening 
2. Take up gardening, then become aware of their impact 

 
B. Organic gardeners agree and disagree on some important points 

1. Agree: 
a) The soil must be treated as a living thing 
b) Best results come from putting the right plant in the right place 
c) In problem control, the key is informed approach and using diverse tactics 

2. Disagree... on the definition of “organic”! 
 
3. For today, consider an organic gardener to be: 

• An ecologically aware person growing what might naturally occur on a 
given site 

• Using primarily "raw" materials such as   
- existing ("native") soil rather than imported soil,  
- manure rather than urea extracted from manure, and  
- original plant-made defensive chemicals created within a healthy leaf 
 rather than substances manually applied to the leaf surface 
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II.  The living soil 
 
A. Such a complex thing 

1. Top soil belongs on top! Oxygen for microorganisms. 
2. Roots grow where nutrients are 
3. Subsoils are reservoirs and drainage areas. We can "read" soil to see this. 
4. Weeds are perfectly suited to the soil where we find them 

 
B. Must be replenished 

1. Recycle all organic matter. Always a great start:  Mix in humus 
2. Structure (how the soil “clumps”) is as important as fertility 
3. You can enlist nature to mix for you on a continuing basis 
4. Soil renewal is never-ending. Fall is the natural time for it 
 

C. Organic gardeners help natural processes, avoid interrupting them 
1. Preparing a new bed the “organic” way 
2. Rejuvenating beds 

 
D. Some common practices and products that impact soil integrity 

1. Salt-based fertilizers 
2. Systemic pesticides (synthetic or organic) 
3. Herbicides 
4. Weed mats and root barriers 
5. Close-mown turf, pavement 
6. Adding quantities of foreign soil or alien species 
7. Tilling and turning 
8. Drains, run-off and storm sewers 
9. Pollution: Spills and fall-out 
10. Compaction of soil at building sites 
11. “Saving” good soil at building sites 
 
 

III. When plants are well-matched to a site...  
 
A. That critical factor, sunlight: 

1. What does a “sun” plant do to say “this is too little light”? 
2. What does a “shade” plant do to say “too much sun”? 
3. What other site conditions go with shade? 
4. Veg in the shade? Dream on! 

 
B. They're suited to the soil type 

1. Texture means size of mineral particle: Gravelly, sandy, loam, clay 
• Peanuts in sand, onions in silt 

2. Acidity or alkalinity may make a difference 
• Potatoes in acid soil 
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C. Infiltration, retention, drainage meet their moisture needs 

1. Majority of plants at garden center need good drainage 
2. Some plants need constant moisture 
3. Within every niche there are diverse species and varieties 

• Raised bed for root crops. Rhubarb and asparagus for ditches. 
 
D. They take care of themselves 

1. Crowd out competition (squash and gourds to reclaim a garden!) 
2. Grow leaf faster than predators can destroy leaf 

 
E. They fit you, too. You are one of the site conditions! 
 
F. They don't exhibit major stress. Plants under stress: 

___________________ 
___________________ 
 

G. To find plants for a specific site: Think “I,” “In,” “Ext” and “Text” 
1. I see it/saw it/grew it! 
2. Internet searches 
3. Extension publications and programs 
4. Books to help you 
5. Tolerance is not the goal! Aim for thrive not just survive. 

 
 

IV.  Respecting a complex web of life - controlling pests & disease 
 
A. Observation is key 

1. Know your plants and look often/look close; record; anticipate 
2. Suspect a problem? (Color change, cessation of growth, or uneven growth 

among individuals.) Check all care and site conditions. 
2. Don't jump to conclusions. 
 

 
B. Make a positive identification of the problem 

1. Some wonderful books, as good as home medical guide 
 
 
C. Evaluate the damage 

1. Some predators and disease must always be present; 10% - 20% leaf surface 
damage is tolerable 

2. Commit to the long run - pest/predator cycles run in years, impact of 
environmental changes spread out over decades 
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D. Use the control technique with least environmental impact 

1. First, psychological "control": Do nothing; adjust your tolerance level 
 
2. Next, cultural controls:  

• Move the plant,  
• Rotate the crop,  
• Change the watering, etc. 

 
3. Manual control: Removal, pruning, thinning, hand-picking 
 
4. Natural predators: Higher animals, bacteria, viruses 
 
5. Last, chemical controls (whether from plants, cupboard, store) 

•“Organic” sprays: Soaps, oils, plant-derived poisons 
• Synthetic sprays 

 
 
 

V.  Books and references 
 “(Rodale's All-New) Encyclopedia of Organic Gardening,” J.J. Rodale 

 “Rodale's __(Garden/Flower Garden/Landscape)__ Problem Solver,” Jeff & Liz Ball 
 “Secrets to Great Soil”, Elizabeth P. Stell, Storey Communications 
 “The Encyclopedia of Natural Insect & Disease Control,”  

 edited by Roger Yepsen, JR., Rodale, 1984 
 “Diseases and Pests of Ornamental Plants,” P. Pirone, J. Wiley & Sons 
 GardenAtoZ.org and forum  
 

 


